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4000 Gather
For Services
At Cal Poly
SAN LUIS OBISPO (UPI) -Solemn memorial services were
held Monday by 4,000 students and,
townspeople for the 22 members
of California State Polytechnic
College’s traveling football group
killed in a plane crash.
Protestant and Roman Catholic
prayers were recited for those
alio died in the Saturday night
crash in Toledo, Ohio. and for the
26 persons who survived, all with
injuries.
let us not forget to offer
"
our prayers to those still in the
hospital," said College Vice President Robert Kennedy.
The overflow crowd of mourners
listend quietly to the brief service, an occasional sob testifying
to the mourners’ emotion.
When it was over the crowd dispersed as silently as it had gathered and the routine affairs of the
college and city once again resumed.

Council Votes
On $125,000
Budget Today

third
pack

Fraternity House Target
For ’Molotov Cocktail’

Dormitories
Send Wreath
To Cal Poly

RESTING ON FIELD near the Toledo airport
where it crashed taking off is the wreckage of
the charter plane in which 22 members of the
Cal Poly football team and others lost their
lives. The plane crashed and burned Saturday
night when it attempted a takeoff in a heavy
fog. The team was returning to California after
being defeated by Bowling Green 50-6, Cali-

American Presidency," a
study of the innermost workings
of what may he the world’s most
influential office, will be reviewed
1"flaY at 12:30 in cafeteria A and
B.
Dr. Frank Willey, coordinator
of extension services and a historian, will discuss the book, written by Clinton Rossiter, a professor of government at Cornell univ,rsity.
Rossiter talks about aspects of
the presidency, Dr. Willey said,
and la;..s down A criteria which
e’,11 be applied to the 1960 candidates, although the work was publithed in 1956.
The book is "careful and interrting," according to Dr, Willey,
,k110 describes the author as a con, rvative in the "traditional sense
Of the word."
Rossiter places the presidents
fnini Washington to Eisenhower- into eategoties as great, nearaleit. etc , Dr. Willey said, relying
n 0! I,’ ,in how they upgraded the
i"stlge of the office as his criteria.
-

fornia State Polytechnic College and townspeople of San Luis Obispo are establishing ’a
memorial fund for survivors of the people killed
in the crash. SJS dorms are collecting a fund
in memory of the deceased players. The dorms
sent a wreath in sympathy to memorial services
held at the college Monday.

Shakespeare Tragedy Continues
Is
.1 RAPOPORT
The S.1.-- ...peech and Drama department will continue its simple
and direct presentation of Shakespeare’s "Romeo and Juliet" tonight through Saturday in the
College Theater at 8:15 p.m.
The production, under the adept
direction of Miss Elizabeth Loef-

V.P. Replies
es
o Critic
ounc ii

Student Council will vote on the
$123,000 ASB budget which in-1
eludes a $60,000 allocation for athletics today at 2:30 p.m. in the
College Union, annnounced Sk i pOf
Fisk. council chairman.
"Too much money is going to
Athletic department", he contentASB Vice President Skip Fisk
ed. Some sports overspend and
replied yesterday to Brent Davis’
sortie don’t spend enough. There
criticism of Student Council acit: a lot of waste going on," he
tion last week concerning the
claimed.
amendment permitting students
should
there
that
Fisk asserted
four units deficient to run for
he more money spent on football
class office.
aid scholarships.
"The amendment issue revolves
New items of business pending
around the technical (and valid)
before the council include voting
requirement that in order to run
on proposed by-laws, underwriting
an office of the class he startthe Social Affairs committee for for
ed college with an individual must
$1500, and discussing the Cal Poly
maintain a 30, 60, 90 unit requirefootball team, he said.
ment for soph. junior and senior
"We hope the meeting will be
classes." Fisk explained.
fairly short," he remarked. Anyone
"Opposed to this view is the
interested is invited to attend, he
argument that a person who works
said.
activities for his or her class
Fisk also mentioned that any in
necessity, carry less units
student wishing to express his will, of
semester than the normal load,
opinions to the council may do so a
him below the strict
by dropping a letter in members thus dropping
unit requirement," the veep
boxes in the Student. Union, "This class
measure should have been done continued.
"To make an individual who is
a long time ago", he said.
a few units lacking run for an office of a class he has nothing to
do with has not worked with and
tor would he absurd," Fisk stated.

Presidential
Office Point
Of Booktalk

NO. 26

Measure Vetoed

ASH President Pat McClean,
han vetoed the by-law amendment allowing a four unit deficiency from class standing for
council officers late last night.
In a prepared statement.
Ntecienahan said he used the
veto power belIallA0F I. "There
Is a citation as to the legality
of the methods used in reconsidering the measure, 1. there is a
question as to the constitutionality of the by-law itself, and 3.
there is a quesHon as to whether
or not this is the hest way to
benefit class government."
The measure will now go back
11 where a
to Student C
two-thirds majority is needed
to MAR it over the president’s
veto.
TWO SIDES
Fisk emphasized that both sides
of the argument are reasonable
and that as chairman of the council, he could not speak out for or
against the issue. He did, however, express his "disappointment
in the way the Spartan Daily
handled the executive secretary’s
comments and in the denaratory
labels of ’immaturity and irresponsibility’ that the executive
secretary. is twinging on himself,
his position, Strident Council, and
student RovernMent.

tier, associate professor of drama,
stars Peter Nyberg as Romeo and
Carolyn Reed as Juliet.
Miss Reed makes a fine Juliet.
portraying with much feeling the
many moods of the fair Capulet.
Nyberg also is good as Romeo.
underplaying some of his lines in
a part that requires an almost
straight approach.
’CREDIBLE’ PLAYERS
Others in the cast who come
through with credible performances are Bruce Lovelady as Mercutio, Carole Warren as Lady
Capulet, Sara Cori as the nurse
to Juliet, George YanCtir as the
nurse’s servant and Richard Rossomme as Friar Laurence.
Completing the ’26-member cast
are Donald J. Hughes, James
Dunn. Alton Blair, James Bert holf, Ronald Magnuson, John
Higgins. Gary Hamner. Edward
(’hills, Douglas Johnson, Robert
Sherman, Richard Gustafson.
Richard Gouveia, Gary Proust, Diane Hunt, Anne Kissack, Bonds
Lewis. Maria Wide, Richard Bylin
and Charles Ogden.
GOTHIC COSTUMES
Costumes all of the :;4’llt In

Gothic period, are by graduate
student Carolyn Tippit under the
supervision of Miss Berneice Prisk,
associated professor of drama.
Lighting is by Kenneth Dorst,
assistant professor of drama, and
the set design by J. Wendell Johnson, professor of drama.
A limited number of tickets at
50 cents for students with an ASB
card and $1 for others are available at the College Theater box
office.

Kennedy in S.J.
The Democratic presidential
candidate. John F. Kennedy will
appear in San Jose this afternoon at .1 to deliver a campaign
speech. He is scheduled to land
at Moffett field at 3:30 p.m.
and immediately proceed down
the Hayshore highway to the
San Jose Chile auditorium parking lot. After his speeeh his motorcade will travel up the El
Camino to San Francisco and
the Cow Palace for an evening
rally.

bulletins
1.1:cct . TO DISCUSS ART CONFAB
Two prof,., ill speak on the annual Aspen, Colo, international design co:ill-Fence in A114 at 7:10 tonight.
Harry Powers. instructor in art, and Dr. Wayne Champion
associate professor of art., will ’talk about the conference held in June.
DEADLINE NEARS FOR SPEECH CONTEST
Signups for students interested in competing in the semi-annual
Dorothy Kaucher Oral Interpretation contest will end Nov. 10
according to Mrs. Noreen LaBarge Mitchell, assistant professor of
speech. Students should sign up with Dr. Dorothy Hadley, assistant
professor of speech and education, in SD104. Tryouts will be Nov
15 and final competition Nov. 17.
REDUCED TICKETS FOR ..4,1S -COP GAME
Half-priced tickets for the COP football game may he purchased by faculty members in the Student Affairs office. THI6,
according to Gerald A. Vroom assistant professor of physical
education.
Ticket price will be $1.30 for members who present their
faculty cards.
ARE YOU AN EDUCATED VOTER?
"Be An Educated Voter," will he discussed today hy three pro lessors at a meeting of the Associated Women Students at 3:30
p.m. in TH55.
Dr. William IT. Poylress, professor of economics, will talk on
the farm program; Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader, assistant professor of
sociology, will talk on civil rights; Albert C. BMW, assistant pro.
fessor of political science will talk on foreign affairs; and Dr, Herbert
R. Craig, assistant professor of speech, will moderate.
The discussion is open to all students and faculty said Penny
Patch, publicity chairman.
VETS’ Ft/FINIS
TOMORROW
Tmnorrow is the deadline for Korean veterans to sign
attendance forms, Mary Simons, veterans’ office secretary,
warned today.
Slips for the partial month of September and for the month of
October are available in Adm103. Failure to complete attendanecv
forms on time will result in a delay of vet rivet* payment, Mrs.
Simons stated.
’HAMLET’ SHOW TWICE TODAY
Shakespeare’s "Hamlet" will he shown twice today, Robert ()rem.
associate professor of English and coordinator of the classic film
program confirmed today.
Professor Orein said the filmset 3:30 p.m. in S142 and 7 p.m
in Morris Dailey auditorium is in "excellent shape." He says he
expects more than Itall people for both showings.
Professor Orem emphasized that no reservations are needed
for either performance Due to the movie’s length, he advised all students with 5:30 or earlier dinner hours to bee the evening show.

A memorial wreath, bought with
money collected from SJS dorni-1
tory students, was sent to Cal I
Poly in San Luis Obispo Monday I
as a tribute to members of the
school’s football team who died in
an Ohio plane crash Saturday
night.
The wreath -- in the form ’
it basket of flowers -- was aci,.
panted by a sympathy card Mu,
read in part: "In memory of
members of the Cal Poly football
team," according to Bob Bonds,
of Allen hall, who initiated the
fund raising.
"In about two hours Saturday
night," Bonds said, "we collected
$135. Some students weren’t available until Sunday." he added.
Bonds, a halfback of the SJS
freshman football team, said the
fund now totaled more than $200.
He said there were several suggestions as to how to dispose of
the amount, listing it purchase
a plaque engraved with the dead
players’ names; 21 sending the
I
money to Cal Poly allowing it to
use it as the school desires; 31
sending it to the wife and four
children of one of the players,
Bond said a decision would be
reached by today.

A bomb exploded on the front ments of the bomb were pieced
porch of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon together by police investigators
fraternity house, 184 S. 11th it., Iwho identified the weapon as an
at 1:30 a.m, yesterday morning : artillery simulator, a type of ex shattering two windows arid caus- I plosive charge used to duplicate
ing minor damage to the front of battle conditions in military mathe hou.se. No one was injured in neuvers.
the blast.
Members of the fraternity said
Earlier in the evening, the SAE the SAE house has been target of
Homecoming float was a target several attacks since its participafor a "Molotov cocktail" hurled tion in defense of the SJS bonfire
Irons a fast-moving car.
Thursday.
A 17-year-old resident of O’ConAccording to SAE Bill Bailey.
ner hall, Santa Clara campus, was several phone threats from Santa
arrested by San Jose police, after Clara students were received bethe bombing when his car WAS fore last night’s attacks and shortidentified by one of the fraternity ly alter the bomb attack, another
members. According to the police caller said. -Ha. ha, we fixed you!"
,eport. he admitted setting fire to Bailey expressed the opinion that
the float, along with four other the war is not over and said he
companions, hut he denied the expects further attacks.
Santa Clara students said later
bombing. He was booked this
morning on charges of arson and in the day they fell this incident
would end the recent series of
use of explosives.
The report indieated that fa’-

Lyke on Sale Today;
FFeatures ’New Look’
Lyke, campus feature magazine.
went on sale this morning at 7:301
with an entirely "new look".
Editor John Hopkins expects a I
sell-out of the 300 copies before
noon,
"It’s a new look Lyke," Hopkins
said. "We’ve increased page dimensions and used whiter, glossier
paper."
Featured in Lyke are:
Lyke Doll Carol Chaddock, a
well-proportioned lass is displayed
attractively in a leopard-skin on
a two-page center spread, plus
two color pages.

YD, YR Debators
Meet Today -Demos
Travel to Speech

Tickets Still Available
For Ski Club S.F. Trip

Political activity on and around
the SJS campus continues at full
pressure today with a debate between two members of the junior political groups and an appearance in town by the Democratic presidential candidate.
The debate begins at 12:30 p.m.
in the Inner Quad when two members of the Young Democrats answer the challenges of two Young
Republicans before an audience of
students and faculty.
’RELIGIOUS ISSUE’
Brent Davis and Everett Avila
of the YRs issued the challenge
for a general debate. Specifically.
however, they have challenged and
hope to refute, "Kennedy’s courage
In facing up to the Civil rights
problem. Kennedy’s false image of
experience, and the failure of the
Kennedy machine to face the religious issue honestly."
On the Democratic side, John
Bird and a second YD member, as
yet unselected, will attempt to defend their party’s candidates and
policies in addition to disputing
the Republican policies.

Frank Coffyn. early air pioneer,
stunt pilet. WWI captain and leader in the growth of aviation since
1910 when he first flew for Wright
Brother’s company is interviewed
by Lyke.
Lynn Bloke. Olympic gold medal winner is another feature article. "You’ll get a personal view
of Lynn through the scrutinizing
eye of author Glen Roberts." Hopkins said.
Lyke’s political section covers a
simulated TV debate, Lyke lovelies on a whistle stop. Spartoans
and political satire by San Jose
Mercury TV columnist Gerald
Nachman.
"Fiction is outstanding compared to many past issues." Hopkins said. He classed the "Student
Mental lareakdown" article by
Robert Taylor as "Excellent objective reporting."
Price of the magazine is 35
cents. It is on sale at five campus
locatiens. Helping sell the magazine are girls from Washburn hall,
Royce hall and Magnolia Manor,

PEEKUntil now a guarded
secret of Lyke Magazine, featured Lyke Doll Carol Chaddock
came out of hiding this morning as Lyke went on sale at
five campus locations.

Tickets for an ice-skating trip
to San Francisco are still available to students today and tomorrow in the Activities office, TH16.
Nancy Steger. publicity chairman for the Ski club, which is
sponsoring the open affair. said
that tickets for the outing to
Stitro’s would he $2.50 for nonmembers and $2 for members of
the club. That will include transportation by bus and entrance to
the rink.
The buses will leave from the
main entrance to the Science
huilding on Fourth st. at 6:15
Friday evening, Nov. 4. Miss Stegr

world wire

NIXON ENCOUNTERS DEMONSTRATION
ENROUTE WITH NIXON 1121’11Vice President Richard M..
Nixon, campaigning through Pennsylvania in Fl final hid to win the
state’s 32 electoral votes, came close to personal injury at least twice
yesterday when violently enthusiastic supporters nearly pulled him
from the rear of an open convertible.
In One of the wildest demonstrations he has eneountered
ALL INVITED
along the campaign trail, the GO’ presidential candidate atThe debators have issued a spetracted a large turnout in normali:, tz.iitiblican Lanraster. Pa.
cial invitation to all students ary
faculty to attend the forum which,
%Mr 1,14,N
KENNEDY BEtaNs ct
because of the nearness of the
LOS ANGELES I CPI
:, two days
is
expected
presidential election,
it campaigning for California s Ira
yesterdav by
to be both controversial and en- insisting that there "is not going to be a status
quo" for the nation
lightening.
in the next decade.
Following the debate the entire
"We are either going to drop back or move ahead," the
Young Democrats club will meet
Democratic presidential candidate told a crowd of 5000 or 60410
in the Inner Quad and from there
at the University of southern California eampaa here.
travel to the Civic auditorium
parking lot where they will hear
RANK BANDITS GET $20,000
the Democratic presidential canOAKLAND i UPI
Three bandits robbed the Bank ot America
didate. John F. Kennedy give a brand in West Oakland yesterday of $20,000 to $25.000.
brief campaign talk.
Pawnshop owner Nathan stunt% a bank patron, was slugged with
After Senator Kennedy’s speech, a shotgun butt but was not seriously hurt.
the YDs will proceed to San FranSCOTCH BASE FOR POLARIS SUBS
cisco and the Cow Palace where
LONDON Wm, - Prime Minister Harold Macmillan said Yesthey will attend an evening Demo terday Britain will provide a IMSC in Scotland for American Polaris
crating rally.
missile submarines.
"It must he our aim to keep the western deterrent power
as effective as possible until a disarmament agreement can he
Spurs Sell Coffee
rearhed." Macmillan told the House nf Commons.

At Library Tonight

,ophomore
The Sp,i-?,n
women’s service organization, will
sell coffee and doughnuts starting
tonight under the Library Arch,
club president Anita Segador announced Monday.
Money collected will he used by
Spurs representatives to a western
regional convention Dec. 1-3 at
Asilomar. Calif, The sale will conUnue Thursday and Monday.

MOSCOW CLAIMS SPY .tIiKEsT
MOSCOW i UPI N. The Soviet Tass news agency said yesterday
an American -trained spy with orders to collect secret information
by all means possible has been arrested in the Soviet 17nien.
The agency identified the alleged spy as Mikhail Platovaky,
alias Andrei Kreps, idle% Pyiar sosnovsky.
CONGO SEND ARMS’ DELEGATION TO U.S.
I’ll
LEOPOLDVILLE, The V rig
coneolese Army Chief of
Staff Col, Joseph Moluitii disclosed yesterday he was sending an
army delegation to the United States and other western countries
this week to study training programa,

Wednet-dav November" irrn

IAPARTAN If)411.1’

Editorial

Cal Poly Tragedy
Carries World Impact
hi le San Jose State students enjoyed the gaii,i, and festivities of Homecoming saturilay. California Poly technic students in the trr,rll college tttttttt units of San Luis Obispo were
soon to be confronted with a horrible tragedy their football
team had crashed immediately after takeoff near Toledo, Ohio,
killing 22 indiv iduals and injuring all 2ti survivors.
A lien Ile% ei of this mass slaughter reached 1,:al Poly. the
little iII.t ge nestled in the Santa Lucia foothill. cc J... transformed
front a Lipp,. town preparing for next week-- Homecoming
eelettratime into a gloom -shrouded. shock -filled city that may
never be the same.
A
g the deac I. practically all burned to death in the
twisted. -crintibled conglomeration of blood and steel that was
. were lb athletes. the team manager.
the plane’s front vi -et
a booster, tlit- two pilot. and two of the co-pilot’s relatives.
Snell a tragedy earrie- it- forceful impact throughout the
nation mid iii.’ world.
It paralleled tinesecution of the Ilatichester
orld
t liatuoiou-hip team that perished
I England
in 1917.
This I:al Poly team distaster was the greatest extermination
of an at
team in the I nue(’ States since a bus carrying the
Spokane professional baseball club met a horrible fate in 1947.
A bizarre tragedy. such as the one that hr-fell Cal Poly Saturday. will se roe no irtsrpme if fingers of accusal lint are pointed
in search of a in Ipni I.
toward es erv
Dropping football pernianently at Cal Poly. as has been
. We sincerely hope that this unfortunate
hinted, is no rolut
incident doestit have the same effect on the grid spirt that the
death of A
Charley Nlohr had on the abolition of collegiate hosing.
All an accident of such great proportion can do is to serve
ler that there is no substitute for -afetv.
as a grim re
This ,Iis.0-tcr just as easily could have involved San Jose
State’s toot hall team. or the San Francisco ’Vers.
Fate does not discriminate.
To the hundreds of grief-stricken relatives who are numbed
with disbelief. rationalization i- .-rv difficultthey are only
concerned wth the 1.-- of their loved one:.
Blaming the
admiiii-tration for scheduling such a
twin-engineil (-raft for financial reasons
lengthy flight in jo-t
Nobody
will feel a greater burden of
would serse tio purpose.
Blaming the individuals who scheduled a game in Ohio for
t be condoned. Many institutions
such a small -china ca
rivals for athletic prestige.)
schedule
It cannot he denied that Cal Pot\ play int! Bowling Green_
perennially title 44 III,. Nal ISM’S IN!, -Mall rid ’cue grid powers.
Hassling Green %son,
was a maim"
imich.ccl would gain -tifficient support
reviiking it- license - bin that isn’t the e
the FA +,
plete :111-SS ,r.
How could it be if small colleges throughout the nation
including San Francisco State I have beets using that airline’s
charters successful] y ?
There is an (-lenient of danger in any flight. whether it he by
jet. four-engined plane or Piper Crib.
When it happens to an organization, such as an athletic
team on a charter flight, it hit- with harder impact because of
the saeaney left in its wake.
As an aftermath we should not condemn. hut pray for a
guiding light to direct the -lir% hors and relatives of the dead
through their agony, for thou’’ are the ones whose hearts are filled
N.P.
vvith sorrow, and will he for yiiir- to come.

LOST

Spartaguide

LIGHTER
... brown
. . . initials J.F.
Call EL 4-3900, I-5 p.m.
Ask for J. FARMER
REWARD

TODAY
Co-Ree, women’s gym. 7:30
p.m
Social A f f a fro committee.
n.rittirig. CH163, 3:30 p.m.
Pershing RitlY14, meeting.
pledge test. F144.7 p.m.
Gamma Delta. speaker. First
Immanuel Lutheran church, 374
si Third st.. 7 a.m.
Alpha Gamma, forum, A114.
7 30 p.m.
TAW’. meeting, C112311, 710
P.m.
Rally committee, card stunts.
meeting, Morris Dailey auditorium, 3:30 p.m.
Newman club, meeting. Newman hall, 8:30 p.m.
- -

HAPPY HOUSE SHOP
GIFTS

CARDS, CANDY

.00
CY 7.8930

153 S. FIRST

Open

ci

4 -

Take a Mid -Week Break
HOUSE OF PIZZA
CY 7.9908
795 Almaden Ann

Shop Spartan Ads!

ENGAGED!
pick your

04kerm, pattern
STERLING

well before your wedding
SINGLE TEASPOONS
In Most Patterns
about 15.
Fed. Tan Included

0

CONVENIENT BUDGET TrRMS

13s Pete &Lela

Equal Time From a Chime
Of polii,..ais wising equal lune
Ifli all
iadio and
TV. So is the U.S. government.
Several years ago the Federal Communications Commission
decreed that Chicago stations must grant equal time even to such
an obvious absurdity as Lar Daly.
Mr. Daly was the fellow, you may remember, who scurried
around in an Uncle Sam suit, complete with top hat and white beard.
No one, least of all me, recalls for what he stood, unless it was
for more patriotic clothes. But nearly everyone is aware of the
FeC ruling which allowed 11.1r. Daly 30 minutes to amuse the
people ut Chicago.
FOR WHOM THE BELLS TOLL
With these facts in mind, I would like to know how come those
darn chimes in Tower Hall aren’t as fair.
During the debate Monday between Democrat Al Alquist and
Republican incumbent Clark Bradley, the ding-dong . . . ding-dong
. . Bonnnnnnnng! of the chimes interrupted Mr. Alquist twice
and Mr. Bradley only once.
Mr. Alquist was disturbed at 12:45 p.m. in the middle of
his opening address. He was chatting about the need for something
to be done about something when the chimes rang out as if it were
Christmas. "I think we should do this:" said the Democrat. Before
Bonnnnng!
ding-dong
ding-dong
he could list his proposals
Mr. Alquist did not lose his composure. He remained calms and
did not belBovvi.
BONNNNNNNNNG!
At 1 p.m., Mr. Alquist was attempting to rebut his adverI3onnnnnnnng!
ding-dong
sary’s remarks when ... ding-dong
the chimes chimed again.
Being experienced at absorbing this sort of indignity, Mr.
Alquist stood firm.
Finally it was Mr. Bradley’s turn. At 1:15 p.m. while answering a question from the audience, he was stopped in mid-airtingi.
No slouch at handling situations, Mr. Bradley was unperturbed.
BELLS AT FAULT
Now, the question is would Mr. Bradley have come through
in equal good humor and composure had he been exposed to a
second shelling by the Tower Hall bunglers.
We shall never know, and it’s all the bells’ fault. Maybe they’re
Re ublican .-ttident council should look into the situation.

The "toughening urt- id admission requirements for prospective freshmen at San Jose
State may spread to the graduate division.
The graduate record examination, required of all graduate
students in the California state
college system, may be used to
screen applicants to the San
Jose State graduate school, reported Dr. Gerald Wheeler. assistant to the head of the Graduate division.
The test measures a student’s
aptitude and can predict, to a
degree, the success he’ll have in
graduate work.
FAILURES CUT DOWN
To cut down on the number
of failures in the graduate division. the college may install a
mandatory cutting score to the
test that will require a student
to reach a certain level of performance before he is accepted
for the graduate program.
Action won’t he taken until
a thorough study has been made
on the results of the test in determining the relation test
scores have to the standard of
performance in graduate work,
Dr. Wheeler stated.
Students scoring in the lower
30 percentile are turned down
for graduate work at Fresno
State, hut it remains to he seen
what the cutting point will he
at SJS.
MEDIUM OF COMPARISON
At present any student holding a bachelor’s degree is approved for graduate study either
on good standing or on probation.
In addition to evaluating a
student’s aptitude, the test will
give college officials a medium
to compare the intellectual level
of San Jose State graduates with
students at the University of

Engineer Society Meet
To Show Fusion Film
The Society of Chemical Engineers will hold a meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in F.119, according to Vice Pies. Wells Carter.
The program includes movies
on controlled fusion and radiation gauging techniques. Rescr..c.,t
f reshment,

Wheeler pointed out that
college officials look forward to
the day when a doctorate program, presently offered only at
UC in the California educational
system, can be established at
San Jose State.
DOCTORATE PROGRAM
If the graduate record examination shows that graduate
students at the state colleges
have equal aptitude for graduate work with UC students,
there will be a sound basis for
initiating a doctorate program
at SJS.
In addition to the standardized examination. certain departments in the college require
master degree applicants to
take the advanced or area test
of the graduate record examination in their subject matter
areas.
The various departments use
the results of the test both to

Job Interviews
Note: Interviews are held in the
Placement Office, Adm234. Appointment lists are put out in advance of the
interview and students are requested
to sign up early.Ed.
TODAY
American Airlines need stewardesses; any major, interviews
all day.
U.S. Naval Ordnance laboratory needs electronic and mechanical engineers. physicists.
U.S. Naval Ordnance test station. China Lake, will interview
mechanical, electrical, civiit,
aeronautics, chemical and electronic engineering majors plus
physics majors; is also interested
in students with M.S. degrees
in mathematics and chemistry.
U.S. Naval Ordnance test station. Pasadena, needs electronic,
mechanical and metallurgical
cni’inrers, math, physics and
-.try majors.
i (MORROW
Guy F. Atkinson company will
interview civil engineering. business administratirm and accounting majors.
Pacific Mutual life !astir:Int,
co. is to interview mathematic’s
ma if II’S for actuarial trnince p0.
REMINGTON

LAN
etueler3
JUNG

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS

N and

SINCE 1904
First and San Fernando in Downtown San Jose
USE OUR DIVIDED PAYMENT PLAN

Over 100 attended Friday night’s
Halloween funfest put on jointly
by Tr -C, Baptist auxiliary and
enter the inner sanctum of an old
Campus Christian Fellowship. To
building on San Antonio used by
Tri-C masqueraders were led by
twos through tin eerie "ghost
walk." All were in costume.
Members of the two campus
groups toiled all last week to contrive flashing lights, elaborate obstacle courses and startlers akin to
a miniature house of Usher.
One of the peak spine-tinglers
was a cellar cemetery set up in
the building’s furnace room. It was
filled with mock horrors. A "Psycho-like" witch sprang out of one
door with a rubber knife and a
casket revealing a corpse.
Mixture in costumes was exhaustive. Students imitated everything from calypso dancers to
beatniks and gay-ninety dappers.
TV western star Ty Hardin appeared to highlight the entertainment. Although his Indian get-up
with expert studio make-up eel
him apart, he mixed with revelers
all evening unintroducecl.
Hardin instigated several games
including a native signal -circle, a
potato-pushing contest and an apple-passing relay.
Aftrr a monster-making skit by
Tri-C and (’CF members, Hardin
gave some private views on religion saying that "the Lord is
your personal savior." He also led
hymn.
off the
_

Graduate Division May Require
Screening Test for Grad Students

CORONA UNDERWOOD ROYAL

LL

Costume Party
Offers Many
Mock Horrors

f.

9oo

$i

211.00 rental applies to purchase
of any machine if you decide to I.,
EASY PAYMENT PI AN

screen prospective graduate students and to warn them of a
need for remedial work in certain areas.
With over 2500 etudents in
the graduate program, San Jose
State turns out more master
degrees than any other California state college.
Adoption of the graduate record examination as an admission standard is designed to
maintain a high level of performance in the graduate program while cutting down the
Illirithrir oct hilityrq
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’Fraternity Exhibits
Pompous Behavior’

lit

tin a Eraby its
ASH 1 ISM
pompous, officious and domneering actions that social fraternities have no place on a
democratic campus.
This particular fraternity had
the gall to rope off a large section of the choicest seats at our
Records scheduled for today
Homecoming game and mark
from noon to 1 p.m. and 3 to 4
outWhen
"Reserved."
them,
p.m. in the library study room;
siders and their dates would atBeethoven:
they
area,
thls
tempt to sit in
Creatures of Pr
thrio)
on.
move
would be told firmly to
(Ballet)
apparent
When it became
that their reserved section was
too large for their group, these
ift_cj
special types relented and allowed "second class" students Entered as second class matter
April 24
to sit in their domain.
1934, at San Jose, California, unclec the
Isn’t it time these organiza- act of March 3, 1879, Member C.t.
tions realize that they aren’t fornia Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. Pub.
.lished daily by Associated Students el
privileged groups, but that it is San Jose State College
except Sasw.
a privilege to exist here at all? day and Sunday, during college year,
Charles T. Chappell
Subscriptions accepted only on a re.
mainder-of-school-year basis. ln
SLIt tral
master, $4: in spring ’semester, H. Cypress 4.6414Editorial Ext. 2110, 2111:
Student Asks
Advertising EN, 2109. Press of Glob,
Printing CO. Office hours 1:45-4-20 pen
For Forgiveness
Monday through Friday. Any phis.
EDITORLet me immediate- calls should be made during this petite
RON BATES
ly ask the forgiveness of those EDITOR
BUSINESS MGR.
LYNN LUCCHETTI
persons whose tennis-shoe -clad Day
Editor
Rich Freeland
feet I have stepped upon. The News Editor
Jim Nodal,
letter of Oct. 31 condemning the Sports Editor
Hid Nen
Gary Palmer
several newly installed ASH offi- Assistant Sports Editor
Society Editor
Ellen Shells
cers who have defected from Wire
Editor
L Worthingtes
TASC was in poor taste and
I hasten to add, only bore my
signature in place of that of
its author, an irate TASC member, who wished to, remain
anonymous. While I cannot approve of the letter. I can, to a
moderate degree. endorse its
sentiments --with one modification: I do not believe the present
Corsages I
student government to he
"Mickey Mouse," for certain
Bouquets
childhood memories of that highminded character created by
CY 2-0462 10th & Santa Clara
Walt Disney deny such a corn’rt
A
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For wearing apparel, gifts. decors and other Hawaiian

(Montgomery
Hotel Bldg.)
Jotat
San
San Antonio St.
Thurs. ’Til 9:00 P.M.

HAWAIIAN SHOP

THE
CY 5-7066 26 W.
Open 10:00 - 5:30 Daily
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In DIAMONDS

Residents of the West and
Northeast consult doctors more
frequently than persons living
in the Midwest or South, according to a report by the Health
Insurance institute.
The report, based on data
compiled by the United States
DApartment of Health from July
1957 to June 1959, stated that
the average number of physician
visits in the West is 5.7 per person a year, in the Northeast 5.4,
and in both the Midwest and
South 4.7.
Furthermore, the average
urbanite visits his doctor at the
rate of 5.3 a year compared to
the farmer’s 18, said the Institute.
The average American consults a doctor five times annually, which adds up to a grand
total of 852 million visits to
physirians’ nffires per year.
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Yankees, Urbanites,
Westerners Visit
Doctors More Often
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Campbell by TKO In Pro Bow San
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flick 4gnack,4
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By NICK PETERS, Sports Editor
A VICTORIOUS’ SAN FRANCISCO lger football teal
trotted. into .its Krzar dressing quarters Sunday Airs
proudlyng
of the finest triumphs in S. F. proles
al gridniro
;::uorr(ylius well as a major upset of the 1960 NEL campaign a
dunning 25-7 so ill Over George Halas. Chicago Bears.
"This game is difficult to figure out," stated a seemingls
puzzled Coach Red Hickey.
’
"I figured we had the material to beat the Bears in Chicago two
weeks ago, and vve played a good game in losing," he said.
"The next week, however," he continued, "we played one of our
worst games in history at Milwaukee, letting the Packers roll over us.
"If there ever was a team effort, Gas was it," he added. "The
boys wanted to make up fur that awful Packer eshIbItIon, and they
did. Anytime you hold the Bears to seven point* you’re doing is mumdied job."
*
*
*
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said iliekey. "That’s the way athletics aro-one day you’re a hero,
the nest day a bunt."
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A REPORTER ASKED RED why ex -Spartan Ray Norton didn’t

play.
The Redhead quickly retorted, "There was no point in using Ray,
I didn’t want to break up a winning combination."
Norton, himself, a fine 41-2, 185-pound specimen of physical =sot.
iinity, was disappointed in not participating in the team’s win, but
said, "I know I won’t play much this year-Red Just wants me to watch
and gain espertence."
*

*

*

WE REMINDED BRODIE that he seems to play much better

when inserted late in the game in a pressure-packed situation.
"Ridiculous," said the ex-Stanford QII. "It might seem that way,
but I just love to play and the situation has no bearing on my performance."
What about all the heckling you received from the press and
public after your "off-day" last week?
"The h . . with them! It wasn’t my first had day, and It won’t

24
?lower
chcp

he my last," he seriously snapped.
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Lost sod Posed
lost-Man’s glasses-b 5 ;raffles, v;ein
, 714 Street & San Fernando. Phone
4.1095.

1

20

bape,

Loot-Brown frame glasses in wh,,,e case.
ntectc Sue Noland, 443 S. 11th.
Ct

Men large double room light Kit. close
to college 52 S 10th CY 2.1506.

Room for root, use of entire kitchen new
furn. $28.50. CV 7-9697. 267 S. 12th Sr.

Finn Apt. for rent. 2.4 men. 581 S. 8th
Sr. Apt. 4.
On. male, share (urn. apt. $30 Mo, 581
S. 8th, Apt. 2.

Boys-lovely rm. to share kit priv. every
thing furn $7 wk. 617 S 6141 after 5.

Pure Rms. Male Students, Kit. PrIv. $10
IS Call CV 3.3088.

Rm. for man student $22.50 mo. nr. S.J.S.
Help Wasted
Kit. & Wash CV 2.1327.
JUNIOR OR SENIORS w,lth some experi
Man to share 2 bcirm. apt.. $40 mo.
I
with
preferred
S wear
^e dur’no to day and 560 S. 10th, apt. 1.
-...
...- cis per week for down.
Poor Selo
Soo- iive wires really
’,soy
work and !earn. Near dressers Columbia portable stereo: guaranteed
svo or taller. We would like ’’’ -,s1’ CY 3 1297. after 3:00
...t,-, are to situated the - .
, -,st, rlsro..,114 rko kr,o,. Save 1/3 - any new guar. watch or
i F’ ’_ CV 4-4363 -Mile ’
j.ciel at 56 W Si-, r i i i
Itostels

Two guitars. 3 rifles, filing cabinet. 2
CV 4-5688.
tape

ROOM FOR UPPER DIV. MALE STU- Marc. 49. Many extras, rebuilt
kit. $30.00. 46 S. 12th Offer CV 7.9025.

esig.

Best

Miscoll000mm
14,di.iir all r. eofrio stud;o apt., accom
7-$80. 617 S. 9th.
Ron, for men with kitchen priv. 37 S

Tutoring any subj, spec read Eng. Spel

ph:snits (21 years teaching asp) CV 7.
7 6239.

Accurate typing ipica) 170 S lath Any3 rm. furnished apt. Close to col. time CV 4.8884 Reasonable
AN 9.0104 or AX 6-3490.
- Space

ava:lable at Wendy.

100 WEDDING INVITATIONS, $12.50,

plus I in gold free. A real offer. AL 2.
9191

not by bread alone . . .!"

SG

"The fool has said in his heart, ’There is no God.’ "
- The Bible, Psalm 14:1
An atheist is one who flatly denies the existence of God.
To the atheist, the proposition of God’s existence is as ridiculous
as the idea of a flat earth. Consider this catechism of unbelief
published by the American Association for the Advancement of
Atheism:
question: WHAT IS GOD?

tassel
dete

iGE

Answer:

underestimated.
"If I fight him again, I’ll be in

GOD IS AN IMAGINARY CHAR:Writ - A
MYTH - A CREATION; 012 FICTION
lieved toy Idolaters to he II Mil being that
created and governs all things.

Question: Is there a real God?

1..kft1

the utid-seetion.
The Sacramentan’s guard came ,
down to ward off the body blows I
and it was then that Campbell
banged hotne the right to the jaw
that Guerrero later admitted he
never saw coming.
The short, hued right sent
Working methodically, Campbell
Guerrero to his hack on the
employed a diversified head and
canvas as referee Matt Zislich
body attack on the Sacramento
began to toll the count.
lightweight, who had won eight
The glover front the California
of eleven professional bouts. Obcapital struggled to his feet at ’
viously nervous, Campbell was
eight, staggered. and the I
t
over-anxious in the opening minWas stopped.
utes of the fight, hut nevertheless,
maintained a calm and collected
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
front in his big-time how.
A hard. chopping right, which
Johnny Guerrero "never saw
gave Harry Campbell,
the San Jose State sophomore.
a TKO at 1:23 of the third
round in his professional ring
&hat last night.

Guerrero, hands high, circled
warily in the first round, searching for an opening, but the cagey
Campbell covered well.

much better condition. You know,
I haven’t fought in three years,"
he added.
Losing manager Guido Giometti
Early in the second, after a
had nothing but praise for the stand-still first stanza, Campbell
Spartan.
began pressing the fight to the
"He’s the finest fighter I’ve
Sacramentan, who appeared puzever seen in his first fight," he
zled with the "unknown quantity."
exelaimed. "One more six -roundThe San Jose sophomore stung
er and he’ll be ready for ten."
Guerrero with a stiff left jab to
Campbell’s manager Bill Young
the head early in the round and
joined the bandwagon.
"I’ve managed a few good boys," continued to set his own pace.
He again scored well at the bell,
he confided. "but none made a
greater impression in his first fight jarring Guerrero with a pair of
lightning-like lefts, one to the rib
than Campbell.
cage and one to the head.
"I admired his ring generalIn the third round of the
ship and liked the way he
acheduled stn -rounder, Campbell
thought and fought like a pro,"
began to show signs of
he added.
Zidich, an impartial observer confident... in his own ability.
who had never seen the SJS stu- Racking Guerrero up with light
dent box, felt that Campbell "did- left hooks, to the ho-ad, he
n’t approach the fight like a changed his attack and eminyoungster in his first fight --he toned with several hard digs to
showed real poise."
Jubilant Campbell admitted
that I had butterflies In my stomach all day, but now that it’s me,
I’m looking forward to my next
one."
Spartan boxing coach Julie Menendez, who was in the victor’s
LOW, LOW STUDENT RATE
corner at Campbell’s request,
0 N L Y q.00 Z
stated that "Harry is a natural
lightweight who could go far wiil,

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS

Women-Approved housing, room and
board $22,50 per week, double room,
single room available.
the proper

Boys-Lovely carpet rms. Kit. priv. corn
Lost Friday, Back wallet. Return to: Ray pletely furn., $7 wk. or $25 mo. 532 S
9th Sr.
Oraas 495 E. William. Ph. CV 3.1977.

ak1

450

Spartan Decks
In 1:23 of 3rd With Powerful Right Hand

crashing to the canvas. Ile gamely
got up at the count of eight, but
sWITCHING THE CONVERSATION to quarterback John Brodie, was dazed, so referee Matt Zidich
effort
a.s
a
fine
replacement
a
in
for
injured
Y.
A.
Tittle
turned
who
stopped the bout to hand Campbell
in the first half, Hickey stated that he was never so disgusted at the his first pro victory.
amount of ridicule and criticism that his field general was subjected
"I never saw it coming," stated
the loser In Ms dressing room.
to after a poor performance in the Packer game.
"The same people that booed him last week, cheered hhn today,"
"I sure had the kid ((’ampbell)

)i4

Jose Grid Teams
Guerrero Test Pacific’s Defenses

It’s Ali. dyer

Its Nit to t.t.Thits
At 1 211 of the third round
lash night. San Jose State’s
flashy Harry Campbell received
his. professional boxing baptism.
smart Johnny Guerrero, his
more experienced opponent,
caught a short anti snappy,. right
dtretly on the button and went

Archers String
Bows for Annual
Winter Tourney
The winter intercollegiate archery tournament for Men and women began yesterday, according to
Mrs. Mary Gilbert, instructor in
physical education. Tourney information may be obtained by attending WAA archery !which is
co-educational’ on any Tuesday at
4:20 p.m. in the women’s gym.
Colleges throughout the United
States participate in the yearly
tournament, which is managed this
year by San Bernardino Valley
college.
The tourney is conducted individually on each campus and the results are wired to the tournament
manager, who compares scores and
names the winners in each class.
Teams are composed of four
archers and may be mixed, women’s or men’s. An individual competing alone may enter only one
of the five classes in the contest,

Spartan Poloisfs
In Return Match
Strengthened by the return to
action of goalie John Henry, San
Jose State’s varsity water poloists
went through a heavy workout
yesterday in preparation for tomorrow’s return match with S
State at San Francisco.
Henry had been lost to A rt
Lambert’s club for nearly a week
with an infection of the middle
ear. He missed Friday’s game
with College of Pacific at Stockton, which the Spartans dropped,I.
11-12

qrieTiv nAn Y-9

.vornher 2, 1400

FREE DELIVERY
AND PICKUP IN
SAN JOSE AREA

1st & Alma
LET’S MAKE LOVE
Marilyn Monroe -Yves Montand
PAY OR DIE
Ernest Borgnine-Zoiy, Lumpur.
DEADMAN’S WALK

right leg. center Hank Charmless
has an ankle sprain ,snd quarterback Mike Jones is suffering from

a recurrence of a pulled hamstring
muscle.
’Fitch said all three will probab, ly toe ready by Saturday "What
we don’t know is whether or not
they’ll be in top shape," he said.
Bob Jones’ frosts gridders also
COP

FOR RENT
$10 Per Month

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
Alma & Almaden

655 S. 4th St.

HELL TO ETERNITY
Jvifery Hunter-Patricia Owsc:

12 TO THE MOON
Tom Conway-Ken Clerk

Kirby Parking Service

When you leave your car in our care your worries are over.
We give you the kind of service you’ll love getting accustomed
to! We check your oil, tires, battery, radiator, wipe your windshields . . .

ROBERTS

Our highly skilled technicians are your car’s best friends.
Whether it be a tune-up or a brake check we offer you the best
in automotive products and service.

Co.

156W. San Fernando

CYpress 4-1215
YOU BENEFIT FROM OUR 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
ZOOT FINSTER
SAYS

LISTEN
TONIGHT
10 to 11
+0

Spartan
Salute
DIAL 1590

Lubrication Starter -Generator Brake Work
Engine Tune-up Super Shell with TCP

KLIV

You Get These Free Service Checks
With Every SHELLUBRICATION

Campo . . State

for the collegt
College 1111.N..
SPO \st)

S

Spartan Parking Center
J. Sillier

Roberts Book

1.
2.
3.
4.

BRAKES
STEERING
LIGHTS
SHOCKS

5.
6.
7.
8

TIRES
TRANSMISSION
DIFFERENTIAL
FAN BELT

9. BATTERY
10. CRANKCASE
11. RADIATOR

Ti,.’ tinis’elsie contains no roNsi Gool.

Ansner:
Now notice that In his desire to assert dogmatically the nen"sistenee of tiod, the atheist makes a fatal mistake: he makes
an :tssertion of a type that should only lw made by ’someone with
An unlimited fund of knowledge.
We may propertly ask of the atheist. I I "Sir, do you know
proceed
vrYthing?’ When an hottest reply of "no" is given, we
to the next question: t2 I "Then if you do not know everything,
Is it not possible that God could exist outside of your knowlisige?"
The only reasonhale answer to the second question is "yes,"
whereupon the indefensibility of the atheistic position becomes
,oilicrously apparent. Surely, then, the Bible is right when it
labels as a "fool" the individual who declares "there is no God."
S.J.C. Tri-C Club
TRIC

athletic is
State campus club -spiritual, social, educational,
with a Baptist affilition but open to all students .
at the
lived
Ever
life
Greatest
.. presenting the themes of this
collegian’s level of interest and appreciation,
living.
campus
to
.. and stressing the relevance of dynamic felth
Antonio)
(Sundays, 9:45 a.m., and 6:00 p.m. -3rd and San

All Types
of
Quality Paperbacks
Widest Selection in San Jose
Come in and Browse Around

ROBERTS BOOK STORE
4TH STREET OPPOSITE LIBRARY

de

Monthly Parking Service

Your car is
Safe as a
Babe-in -Arms
at
Yager & Silva

Late Model
UNDERWOOD, ROYAL, Etc.

Typewriter

1krb Titchenal put his Spartans
II i roug-h a rugged 21, hour oriel ice
session yesterday afternoon as
Saturday’s meeting with College
of Pacific moved one day nearer.
Attempting to iron out some
of the errors made against Washingion State Saturday. Titch ran
his troops offensively against a
simulated COP defense and then
reversed things later in the
sion, testing his defensive was,
against some probable Tiger p.,!
terns
Three Spartan first-strin
missed yesterday’s workout
cause of injuries. Fullback Joh!,
.Is.hnson has it had bruise on I..

YAGER

SILVA

25 Years

PC,

Serving
State Students

CORNER
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&
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HOW TO BE A MAN AMONG CLOTHES
A Reprint From The San Francisco Examiner’s Sunday PICTORIAL LIVING

Ry john Taylor
I have been much awed of recent months by a
succession of curiously circumspect Americans who
have flown into London, submitted me to a brisk
inquisition, whisked around a cross section of our mess’s
storm, and whizzed off home again.
Tall, short, fat and thin; each and all have been
seeking the "English Look."
I received the impression that such assistance as
I have rendered in their search for this Holy Grail
has been largely disappointing; but in such a hunt my
position is. even more difficult than theirs.
For a foreigner, generalizations are relatively
simple. To the unindigenous, doubtless, all Englishmen,
like all Chinese, look identical. They all have cavalrymen’s moustaches and buck teeth (all Englishmen,
that is. Few Chinese have cavalrymen’s moustaches)
and lean, spare bony frames. They wear bowler hats
and hard collars, and carry brief eases and umbrellas.
To the Englishman, who regards his compatriots
with an esoteric eye, the picture is not no clear. Minor
differences, glossed over by the foreigner ebserver,
produce major impact in familiar surroundings. If you
want to find the English Look I’m not at all sure that
the Englishman isn’t the last man you ought to ask.
But the problem is apparently an urgent one.
Next year, I am informed from several sources, the
basis of U. S. male fashion is to be the English Look
hence the desperate research.
The odd point about all this is not that we are
surprised to find ourselves filling the glass of American fashion, but that Americans are at last acknowledging the fact. The three most, recent silhouettes to
outline American masculine styling have all originated
on this side of the Atlantic. But only in the next one
are we getting any credit.
Go back to the Drape Shape and let’s start there:

"Tailor and
Pictorial Living asked John Taylor, editor of London’s
clothes tia
Cutter" magazine and a leading authority on II? C11.1 style and the outcomment on the present state of Masculine fashions. To introduce
Mr. Taylor’s own
spoken author of this article to our readers, we preselt
biograprical note:
parent"John Taylor, aged 37, born in Glasgow. Scotland, of mixed
end
age, being one-third Scotch, one-third Irish, and the rest mainly brandy
claret.
ropy
"Educated in London. Has been child actor, ice-hockey player,
the
writer, ordinary SCIIMal . air-gunner, airplane pilot, labourer with
New Brunswick Cold and General Storage Company, and lightly regarded
eontributor to "The San Francisco Examiner."
"Served in British Naval Aviation from 1940 to 1946 inclusive, and,
as a pilot was responsible for destroying two aircraft and damaging three
more all British.
"Contributes to numerous magazines and newspapers, though seldom
snore than once. Joined ’Tailor and Cutter’ in 1946 and conceived and
edited ’,Ilan About Town’ magazine from 1953 until the end of last year.
Appears regularly on British radio and television.
’Is married to Deirdre, ex-model, and divides living time between
their town flat in London’s Soho and a mew’ collage in Kent overlooking
She estates of the Marquis of Abergavenny. liar no children, but a dog
called Humphrey and a eat called Cat.
"Drinks."
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The San Francisco Examiner
is always available on campus
Just contact Robert Wood,
CYpress 5-0122, for full details.
In assamtntwom

As a positive and generalized force in masculine
fashion on both sides of the Atlantic, the Drape Shape
lived an an influence from about 1939 to about 1949.
During those year, Hollywood adopted and adapted
it as a ready ally in their practice of making everything
and every one larger than life. Drape’s suggestion was
of excessive muscularity, and via the cinema screen
it became a phallic symbol as surely as the tight sweaters that paralleled it on the other side of the fashion
fence.
Like all fashions, it exaggerated itself to death.
Hollywood broadened the shoulders and increased the
drape to the point where the wide screen just had to
come. Only when it had thus made its mark on production techniques did Drape collapse at the ends and
droop with its own absurdity. Complete reaction set
in with the coming of the Ivy League.
Meanwhile, however, the ludicrous exaggerations
had been flung in the world’s face via the cinema
seats to the point where Drape had become known as
"American Drape." And Drape’s initiator lived just
long enough to see his brain child outgrow its
strength. He died soon after the end of the War.
The man who actually invented Drape was an
English tailor by the name of Scholte, one-time tailor
to the then Prince of Wales who is now Duke of
1Vindsor. He was also tailor to the officers of the
brigade of Guards, and he had noticed that when they
belted their loose overcoats tightly at the waistline,
folds of cloth appeared in front of the armhole and
gave an impression of a deeper chest.
He incorporated these rolls of superfluous cloth,
in modified form, into the shape of his jacket and
that’s how Drape was born. As far as I ant in possession of the facts, no Hollywood film company ever
appended his name to their list of credits.
Drape had died the good death in England some
years before it finally vanished from the screen, and
shoulders built the broad way had been replaced by
the Edwardian Look. This consisted, generally speaking, of quiet, dark clothes in blue or charcoal flannel;
plain white or plain pastel shirts; fancy ow contrasting
waistcoats; knitted silk sisal aarrovr sheelilarad long

Jackets with narrow lapels and back vents; sUin
trousers.
I don’t know about you but this sounds pretty
much like the Ivy League to me.
And don’t beat me with Brooks Brothers. Certainly they had been making their style for years
but no definitive swing away from Drape came in
U. S. fashions until after Savile Row had introduced
Edwardians.
Over here, the Edwardian Look died a similar
death to the Drape Shape in America. It ended in a
kind of Zoot Suit which became the badge of delinquency and sent soberer citizens hurrying to their
tailors for modification. In America the Ivy League
suffered an even worse fate, ending up as the brand
image of Madison Avenue.
So a replacement had to be found; and San Is
Row brought out the Daddy Long Legs.
The Daddy Long Legs revolutionized men’s
clothes by switching the physical spotlight away from
the shoulder line down to the trousers. And the male
leg became as spotlit in the 50’s as the female leg had
in the 20’s. Trousers became so narrow as to show
the shape of the calf. Turn-ups were dispensed %Oh
as an aid to the illusion of longer limbs and the
jacket was shortened for exactly the same reason.
Details and accessories were affected. Lapels had
to be shortened. Shoulders came into a basic naturalness to balance up the depth of the jacket, and
beneath their slender trouser leg, shoes had to be
dendered down to conform.
Without the sociological urgings of the delinquents to hurry them into a swift change, the U. S.
was meantime wearing out its Ivy League clothes and
America was beaten to the punch in stealing the new
English fashions by the Italians.
A race of relatively short men, the Italians were
quick to see the sartorial advantages in London’s Daddy
Long Legs Look. Its great advantage was that it made
small men look inches taller and Italy was on to it
quicker than you can say stiletto.
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Their hot Latin blood exaggerated London conservatisms as they went along. Our short jackets now
terminated at the hip line in Italy; our rounded fronts
were slashed away like kilt jackets; and our slender
shoes were sharpened to a point where you had to
amputate a couple of toes to get your font in. Again
the London Look had grown to a great big ugly child.
This time, America got it second hand. A sudden
international interest in the Italian peninsula, sparked
off largely by the sudden success of their film actresses,
focused American eyes on what has now come to he
called the Continental Look. It would be a truism,
though a nauseating one to acknowledge, for any
Savile Row tailor to look at an Italian silhouette nowEclairs and murmur: "You may be ugly; but you’re
mine."
Meanwhile the idea of 1961’s American citizens
pushing hard to look like s bunch of Limeys is highly
delightful. If the moustaches and the buck teeth play
an important part in the brand image, then the carnival
novelty trade is going to do as well out of it as the
garment business. If the U. S. manufacturers can
honestly produce an overall honest-to-goodness blockpattern out of a nation that is fat, thin, short, tall,
dark, fair, hirsute, bald, elerbied, bareheaded, hard and
soft collared, tailored, jersied, booted, spurred, frock
coated and rhingareedwake me when it’s ready.
If it helps at all, I can only submit that the
newly returning fashion influence in London, after
nearly 20 years in the wilderness, is the double breasted
mat, and your publicists should have something there.
Can’t we celebrate the opening of the new season with
a modern Paul Revere, spurring the bloodied flanks
nf his horse through the winking windowed villages,
kicking up the cobbles and crying into the night:
"The Donblehreastederiats are coming!"
a string of
warning beacons flaring out behind him all the way to
Saks, Fifth Anima
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